What you see before you with this issue is a new look in DX NEWS. The new front page design is the work of member Cal Craig of Manro Falls, OH. We want to thank Cal for his efforts on it!

The back page format is also new. Hopefully, we'll be able to get in a last-minute address change for Dan Lutz of Flash Alert Service fame, but if not, his new address is: 311 Lakeshore Dr., Millbury, OH 43447, and his new phone is (419) 837-6068. Dan's move is the result of his September marriage, and we congratulate him on that score.

Congratulations are also in order to member Ken Onyschuk and his wife on the birth of a daughter, Janet Lynn, on August 6th.

Ernie Cooper's mother was recently hospitalized, which results in a slightly abbreviated Musings section this time out. Our best wishes for her speedy recovery.

Our congrats to the LADs for a really great convention! Attendance was excellent, and a good time was had by all. We expect to have a convention report, and maybe some pix next issue.

In the holding pattern this time are another PS updater, and other HQ material.

ON THE INSIDE........

* Domestic Format List Updater - Ed Gehringer
* Review of the "Traveller's Radio Directory" - John Callarman
* NFL Station List - from a member whose name we lost in the shuffle - please identify and claim proper credit, hi

NEW MEMBERS

* Samuel W. Lewton, 965 Egypt Pike, Chillicothe, OH 45601
* Joe Perga, 546 Oakwood Ave, Newark, OH 43055
* Konstantine Rychalsky, 22 Carroll Ct., Bridgeport, CT 06607
* Greg Poole, 1730 Belcher Ct., Austell, GA 30101
* Alan Miccham, 2580 Warrensville Rd., Cleveland, OH 44118
* Richard J. Mozlak, 157 E. Wedgewood Dr., Pittsburgh, PA 15229 (re-joins)
* Dave Clarke, 292 William St. E., #3, Oakville, Ontario, CANADA LIG 1K8
* Thomas H. White, 1904 Jefferson Park Ave., Apt. 42, Charlottesville, VA 22903
* Dan Lutz, 417 Talbott Dr., Wilmore, KY 40390
* Pat Fleming, 3058 Woodbine Pl., Columbus, OH 43202 (re-joins)
* Glenn L. Thompson, 800 W. Buckeye St., Apt. 41, Nemaing, NM 88030
* Elliot Pollock, 3014 W. Greenleaf Ave., Wilmette, IL 60091
* Randy Tomer, Box 495, Arcata, CA 95521

RENEWALS


THE WORLD'S OLDEST AND LARGEST ALL MEDIUM-WAVE DX CLUB
Greetings. A real healthy column this time to start the new season - some good TA and TF openings so far. Let's hope that this is an indicator of a good season.

New stations, changes, skeds, etc. . . . .

ALASKA The FCC has granted a conditional license to the city of Unalaska for a station on 1670 kHz with 30 watts. Station will rebroadcast programs of APRN. Call used will be KAI. (Broadcasting)

AUSTRALIA 2BE hopes to move from 1480 to 1060 kHz and increase power to 5 kW before the end of 1976. (NREX)

BANGLAND The station at Khunna at 1340 kHz is now 50 kW. (MNCI)

BEIYI I'Office de Radiodiffusion et de Televison du Benin has just gotten a new 2425 kW signal from France. (SGD) No indication of a state by state translation, but somehow the entire "Rock" section for the state will operate. The station on 1475 kHz is supposed to already be 50 kW, so this might be for one of the low powered station currently on 1578 and 1598 kHz. (BD)

BOLIVIA CP125 on 900 kHz has changed name to R. Metropolitana; CP28 R. Cochabamba is now on 1000 kHz. (ex-900). Correct dir is Casilla 2772, Cochabamba; CP49 on 1520 kHz has increased power to 1 kW; CP33 on 1570 kHz has changed name to R. Alausi and correct power is 500 watts. (WTRH)

COLOMBIA WMLR-590 now 100 kW; WJHR-1050 now 15 kW; HJND-1020 now 10 kW; HJAI-1060 now 15 kW; HJNG-1110 correct power is 2.5 kW; HJPH-1210 now 15 kW; HJAI-1310 now 5 kW and correct dir is Apartado Aeroce 3054; HJRI-1410 now 10 kW; WTHR-1470 now 2 kW and correct dir is Apartado Aeroce 559; HJGL-1490 now 3 kW; HJLT-1550 now 5 kW; HJUL-1510 now 15 kW and is operating 24 h; HJGP-1560 now 2 kW. (WTRH)

COSTA RICA TIAT-600 now 5 kW. (WTRH)

ECUADOR HCDB-720 now 5 kW and is sked 1000-0500; HCFR-1325 now 2 kW and is sked 1100-0500; HCDL-1405 now 5 kW and is sked 0500-0600; HCDN-1500 now 1 kW and is sked 1100-1300. (WTRH)

GALAPOGOS ISLANDS There is now a MV station here - Radio Santa Cruz on 1410 kHz located on the Island of Santa Cruz. (NREX)

GUAM KYW-770 is sked 2000-1200. All programs are in EE except KH on Sun at 0730-0800 and Visitaomon Wed and Sat at 0730-0800. (WTRH)

GUATEMALA TGDL-1050 now 5 kW and using the name La Voix de los Chocotanesas; TGDL-1070 now 5 kW; new stations are TCMO-1340 R. Quetzal Educativo, Quetzal; TGDL-1360 R. Mosermano Educativo with 1 kW both sked 1100-1500 and 2200-0000. Owned by Ministerio de Educacion Publica. (WTRH)

HONDURAS Radio Pan has changed name to Radio Valle and moved from 990 to 810 kHz. IRAN Two new unidentified Iranian stations are being heard with good signals in Europe at 0230 on approx 1125 and 1245 kHz. (SGD)

ISRAEL The new pop music station is on the air on 520 kHz, not 539. Name of the new station is "Messiah Stream." (SGD)

JOHOR The new 1200 kw station is not yet on regular schedule, still testing 1300-1400 daily on 550 kHz. (WTRH)

MALAGASY REPUBLIC This country will be coming on to the Democratic Republic of Madagascar on 12/30/75. (SGD)

NICARAGUA WNNR-620 has changed name to Radio Las Voces de Nicaragua and increased power to 100 kW. (WTRH)

PANAMA HRSL-690 is now R. Guayas; KHLR-910 is now La Voix del Volta; KHLR-1090 is now R. Sraman, all of these ex-L. Libertad. KMLA-900 is now 5 kw and sked 1000-0600; KONR is now on 1340, ex-1320. (WTRH)

PARAGUAY ZMP is now on 570, ex-560 with 10 kw and sked 24 hours; a station is on 660 using name R. Ita Ptn, Puerto Presidente Strossner, with 10 kw; CPF-1 is now on 1250 kw with 25 kw. A new station is ZPDZ on 780 kHz with 25 kw, using the name international dx digest
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Hi gang... Get the stuff, so here goes...

changes

990 WAFB FL FCC again denies renewal, this upheld earlier ruling.
1250 KUKA TX Seeks move to 1240 with 1w days/250 miles.
1260 CP* W1 Amery granted SWA DA-2 (unlimited) FORMAT.CCM/WR
1450 **** IL Cicero (ex: WVN) WPM FT GM granted interstation operation here.
1550 KGOO UP GRANGED move city of license, 5 granted 500 watts DA, suite.

CALL LETTER ACTIONS:

920 KBXW TX seeks call KTRB
1020 KGBS CA seeks call KTNG
1060 WOIO OH seeks call WJIO
1062 WIXY OH seeks WKEZ
1310 KZUG AZ seeks KBXE
1330 KPOK OR seeks KBPL
1340 KNEB WA seeks KUBW
1450 WOOG KY seeks WRCG
1440 WAAS MA seeks WSNR
1450 WMTQ ME seeks WFXK
1450 KUDI MT seeks WJDI

And now info from members/reporters:

1000 WRNJ NJ on BS 5/26 at 1PM EDT, in “Top-40”, Hrd, good about 50 miles from CNS 1010, near Hopatcong, NJ (DA) Noted 8/28 by JHJE, fair/poor sig.
1550 KGCO UT per RR this was KS AN on 9/6/77.

The following noted on for hurricane BELLE:

540 WILX NY (HB-DJ-9HJ)
1350 WCON WI (HB-DJ-9HJ)
370 WJHL NJ (HB-DJ-9HJ)
990 WJTY CT (9HJ)
1470 WJCM CT (9HJ & DJ)

More from reporters:

940 WJDC MA & pro comes “Great Country Radio 94” (9HJ)
1490 WABJ MI this now has a MM SP (FM-Starr)
1520 KYXJ OH this went on NIS net 7/12 at 0500, still NCC on the hr.(BV)
1480 WKEF CA is NSP, MR format (RH)
1450 KEST CA is NSP, mostly black gospel format (RH)
830 KIKI HI now has format like K-101, whatever that is! (RH)

1st, WMVC 1240 w/ JK & TD at 5 min. (PM) Not Hrd: (all 1st, NM) (all by PM)
1370 WGRN MI—1460 WGRN 1460 MI—WWDG 1200 NJ—WCXW 1150 CT

and one by Starr!!!

A group uses the little space downstairs to say hello to RA, TD, RJJE, and the others that made it to Starr’s gathering before the convention. Also hope that those that got to Louisville had a great time. OK, now that I got that outta the way, GET OFF YOUR ASS & START DXING!!
sunset & evening

790 WAVY NY 8/20 0/u \WJ\ w/ YANKEE BB, ID 1959 (SW)
900 WIAA NC 8/27 Good sig, e/off 2000, inviting listeners comments (RIJ)
900 \WJ\ ON 8/23 TENT 0/ C&W, vocals, QC 500 w in 2030 e/ (RIJ)
1240 WSPL VT 8/22 w/ Rock, this e/off at 2330 (SW)
1360 \WJ\ KB 8/18 In WJ_Out null, noted w/ UPI Rep, Conv. stuff, e/off 0000.
1470 \WJ\ KB 8/24 In FF from 1735 while visiting that area. Station is in
1570 WJWL OH 8/5 Alone 2043-2048 a/ INDIANS BB, quick s/off & FM plug (KA)
Kelly reports the verie seel WJWL is 500watts, not 250 as in log!!
\WJ\ right to wffc

560 UNID ?? 8/16 ET 0415-0416, partial ID hrd. as \WJ\, this WJLS or WJS??
Had much WJFL QRN (DRN) WJLS w/... (SW)
610 WIP PA 8/18 Noted off 0200-0330, only \WJ\, WAFF in RD, WJOD ET (DRM)
720 \WJ\ KB 8/19 Noted off 0417-0600, leaving KNUS in solid (RH)
740 \WJ\ KB 8/23 ET-OC-TT, ID 0129, verie seel was DAY DA (SW)
*760 KFMB CA 9/6 On all NM, seems NSP now (RH)
790 \WJ\ KB 8/12 ET-OC, ID & S/off 0048 (SW)
810 CKJZ MS 8/9 Top 0925 w/ \WJ\, was MOR & some C&W (Starr)
850 KGAK CO 8/16 Fair/good 0200-0214 w/ CBS nx, local nx & e/off (DRM)
910 \WJ\ KB 8/11 S/or 0601 "The Entertainer in North Charleston" (JK)
*940 WPNC NC 8/9 ANING into CBS nx 0400, a NM (Starr)
* WMXK IL 8/29 Top 0118-0130 w/ RR, male ancr., mixing w/ WPNC (KA)
KPRC CA 9/6 Ths ANING on WN w/ MD Telethon (RH)
*1080 KDOZ TX 9/6 Noted this back on air w/ RR format, 0432 (RH)
*1090 KDOZ TX 9/1 Noted XMRPS off, left KNCR loud 2210 to 2230 w/ KNCR &
KFI FM dual ID, after KNCR off left KDOZ w/ automated sounding RR
fair till 2335 when XMRPS returned (RH)
1150 \WJ\ KB 8/2 Way w/ \WJ\ CB/JC, \WJ\ KB 9/3 Noted WJFS CC w/ \WJ\ KB 0035, s/off 0057 & \WJ\ KB 0052 (PM)
1170 KLOC CA 9/6 Normally is NSP, noted off, not only 0512 (RH)
1260 WMJU SC 8/3 S/or 0601 w/ reading from Book of Joshua (JK)
1280 \WJ\ KB 7/27 Strong all morn., legged 0530, many ad mention Lawrence
\WJ\ county (JK)
1290 WGLI NY 8/2 Fair w/ \WJ\ CB, on \WJ\ ET w/ RC, talk 0105-0115, rare here at
\WJ\, regular days (PRM) WGLI NY 8/10 Beautiful 0233 w/ \WJ\ album
1310 WCUL NY 9/6 ST-ET-ID over the TT 0037 (SW)
1330 WIRX AL 8/2 Good on ET 0137-0145, voice ID seel ET, RR nx (PRM)
WHAT OH 8/2 Finally w/ \WJ\ 0119-0247 w/ almost non-stop RR, fair sigs.,
\WJ\ does nx, etc., (PRM)
WHBL WI 8/23 "Polka Party" to 0200, then "Glory, Glory Hallelujah"
1350 UNID NC 8/5 S/or 0600 ments. Rocky Mount, NC...This a newbie, my log is
in arrears (JK) I'd guess on \WJ\ Black Mountain-\WJ\ KB
1360 WJCM SC 8/13 S/or hrd, 0602, but very very faintly.
*1370 \WJ\ KB 9/1 Hrd, 0145-0303 w/ \WJ\, w/ \WJ\ headlines on hre to e/off
0203 w/ no anthem, mention that after 9/1 would be 24 hrs w/ \WJ\.
Some \WJ\ KB QRM, but \WJ\ KB stop (N2)
1390 \WJ\ KB 8/14 S/or 0600 ments. Keyser, East WV & West MD (JK)
1400 WMGC SC 8/6 S/or \WJ\ KB 0600, strong here late mornings (JK)
\WJ\ KB 8/2 S/or 0601 ments, "5 miles East of Carolina", this thru \WJ\ KB
1400 OHAF OH 8/1 This noted loud on ET-TT 0417 w/ \WJ\ silent (RH)
*1530 KKNR WA 8/6 EX: KKNR on ET-TT, \WJ\, very minute, 0430 (BH) Also noted
here at 0159 in s/off, to ISSH 0159., (BH)
1540 \WJ\ KB 8/6 EX: KBXQ Note 0445 w/ G&B, QRM, but enuf to
block out WOJX (RH)
1600 \WJ\ KB 8/6 This was \WJ\ KB's of a few weeks back, Noted here
0200 NW on s/off same time as \WJ\ KB
WHBT TN 8/6 S/or 0601 uses DIXIE, not SSB (JK)
More corrections, additions and comments from members are requested. The more stations added to the list, the more useful the list becomes for everyone. But please be careful. Check a station over a period of several days before deciding on its format. Many stations sound "Gospel" on Sunday. You may send this information to me at 30577 Lincolnshire East, Birmingham, MI 48010 until August 20. After that, please send it to 420 Graduate House West, West Lafayette, IN 47906. More updates will appear in future issues of "7X News." Members may also obtain a complete list reflecting the revisions by sending me a SAE plus 75 cents to cover duplicating costs (stamps accepted). I will waive the 25-cent fee for anyone who adds more than 20 new stations to the list.

Ed Gehringer

Gaspe community to have co-operative radio station

OTTAWA -- (CP) -- The Gaspe community of St-Gregoire, Que., will have its own low-power community co-operative radio service, the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) said.

The CRTC granted a broadcast licence to Co-operativé de Développement Agro-foresterique de Temiscou- ta for a 50-watt daytime French language AM radio service.

The licence, renewable in 1987, was granted on condition that the station listen to the program suggestions of everyone in the area.

From the Montreal Gazette, B-16-76, via Terry Farwatt, who notes that it indicates that there will likely be many more of these in addition to existing LPRTE....
Denver Broncos XGA
Bob Martin
Larry Zimmer
Ford
Pepsi-Cola
Frontier Airlines
Standard Oil
Al Wisk
Bruce Rice
Hamm's Beer
Standard Oil
Chevrolet
Bill King
Monty Stickles
Smith's Menswear
Dodge Dealers
Pacific Stereo
Carte Blanche
Jack in the Box
Chevrolet
Two Guys
Ray Scott
Dick Crippin
Dodge
Burger King
Havana-Tampa
Verne Lundquist
Frank Gieber
Jack in the Box
Chevrolet
Lone Star Beer
Dr. Pepper
AC-Delco
Marv Albert
Dick Lynch
Getty Oil
Toyota
Channel Home Centers
Schaefer Beer
Al Pollard
Charlie Swift
Buick
Pabst
Frito-Lay
Jay Randolph
Ron Jacober
Busch Beer
Jack in the Box
Chevrolet
No. Savings & Loan
Len Hathaway
Sam Huff
Chevrolet
Aamaco
Hardee's
Pabst
Jack Brickhouse
Irv Kupcinet
Helmsman Brewing
Oldsmobile
Household Finance

Detroit Lions WJR
Mike Lucci
Bob Reynolds
Ford
Pabst
Sears
Midas
Elia Bros (rest.)
Green Bay Packers WTMJ
Lionel Aldridge
Jim Irwin
Pabst
Tru-Value Hardware
Ford
John Deere
Griffs Beverages
Minnesota Vikings WCCO
Joe McConnell
Grady Alderman
Twin City Federal
Pabst
John Deere
Atlanta Falcons WGST
to be announced
New Orleans Saints WSGO
Wayne Mack
Dick Butkus
Coke
Delta Airlines
Burger King
Chevrolet
Pabst
San Francisco 49ers KSFO
Lon Simmons
Gordy Soltau
Chevrolet
Standard Oil
Western Airlines
Bank of America
Roco/Adkins (cloth)
Seattle Seahawks KIRO
Pete Cappa
Wayne Cody
Don Heinrich
Olympia Beer
Datsun
Standard Oil
Rainier Bank
Alaska Airlines
Malley's Fine Food

FLASH TIPS & SUCHLIKE

EX TEST **** SAT AM 9/25/76; 0001-0700 EDT; WJOL-150, Skokie, IL; 5 kw day;
Will use rt. Y's in Jim Smith's (WINKR), OE, Box 199, Middle Road,
Skowhegan, ME 04976. Arranged by Kelly Andrews for NRC.

OTHER TESTS ON HAND FOR LATER IN THE SEASON WILL APPEAR IN THE NEXT
ISSUE. ANOTHER NEW POLICY THIS YEAR, NO TESTS WILL BE LISTED MORE
THAN TWO MONTHS AHEAD OR TIME, WE WILL MAINTAIN A CONTINUOUS FILE,
AND ENTER TESTS INTO THE PUBLISHED LIST AS NECESSARY TO KEEP UP TO
DATE. There's really so need to spend the space and time on re-run-
ing this info issue after issue so far in advance....

otherwise..... Bill Coleman notes that WJOL-560 was to have gone NSF on 9/5....
The musings of the members

editor: Ernest R. Cooper
5 Anthony St.
Provincetown, MA. 02657

Recent veries in from KSCA-860, KALT-900, KEDT-930, XTR-940, KTRI-1400, KBB-850, all V., & WP/DF from WWL-1170. DXing has been limited to some "abandoned" stations. 6/25-28, KXIE-1140 atop at 12:15, 6/20--KXIE-1120 w/many "H-1" ID's [no ID's seen]. 6/16, KZS-1500 w/many "H-1" ID's [no ID's seen]. 6/20, KZS-1500 w/many "H-1" ID's [no ID's seen]. 6/21, KZS-1500 w/many "H-1" ID's [no ID's seen].

The opinions expressed in this column are those of the individual members, and do not necessarily reflect those of the editor, the publishers, or The National Radio Club.

RON E. SCHILLER - 7657 La Selva Drive - Dallas, Texas - 75284

Recent veries in from KSCA-860, KALT-900, KEDT-930, KTRI-1400, KBB-850, all V., & WP/DF from WWL-1170. DXing has been limited to some "abandoned" stations. 6/25-28, KXIE-1140 atop at 12:15, 6/20--KXIE-1120 w/many "H-1" ID's [no ID's seen]. 6/16, KZS-1500 w/many "H-1" ID's [no ID's seen]. 6/20, KZS-1500 w/many "H-1" ID's [no ID's seen].

The opinions expressed in this column are those of the individual members, and do not necessarily reflect those of the editor, the publishers, or The National Radio Club.

RICHARD ECKMAN - 1612 East Mount Pleasant Avenue - Philadelphia, Pa. 19150

It's been quite a while since any DX note so here I am once again. I must say I've been doing quite a bit more DXing than in any other summer & the DX has been surprisingly static-free. As not to DXers when the possibility of a hurricane exists many daytime stations stay on for the hurricane watch. During the hurricane season of 1972 I logged three new stations from N.C. & Va., all 250-D. (What stations, Elliott?? -- ERG) I hope to place my VU-2 &/or Alors loop for the up-coming season. Would the Alors have sharper nulls than the SM-2? I've bought three BC-221 frequency meters from a local surplus dealer & all went on the grid within a couple of days. I've been trying to get a "good" one for two years now. Equipment here is Collins R-390A/UH with SM-2 & a 75" LV. Surprisingly I've learned sometimes one of the DXers differentiates & I've got 74 reports between 12/1/65 & present, with back track via 7up route. I know I sent a good report so the percentage is discouraging low but I'll never give up, I hope. Presently I am studying code and theory with hope of becoming more familiar with "real ham" work and maybe do some contesting during hurricane season. Hurricane Belle put my LV through a real test, but I held up. Best 73s to all.

JOE J. FLAHA - No current Frequency Check List. Please send him all the current notes of you, if and also new on the old list are not active any longer, at his 150 Robert Place, South Plainfield, N.J. 07080.
DICK TRIGAX - 3003 Glessen Lane - LOUISVILLE, Kentucky -

This is my last Muse before the GREAT CONVENTION, and from
what I learned the steering committee is planning a memorable occasion.
So as they say in the South, y'all come! Believe it or not, I was the
only LAD who did not hear the WHAS-840 call-in show on DXING. I was in
Hopkinsville, Ky., over 180 miles away & a 7-storm prevented my listen-
ing. But as I was in my car the entire time, I will not listen to a tape of it.
The fella sitting in front of the three hour QSOs on P. 44 of the last issue was me, but I should explain that they were
not all mine. The picture was originally a fax photo & the LADS sent it to me.
One of my friends belongs to the LAD residing in Bowling Green, Ky. DX since last Muse is negligible, but
I did log the new WHM-1570 @ SB5 on 7/4 @ 6:25pm. Incidentally, the
local WHM-1570 was on it has new call of W6BA as of about 6/25 or so.
I can't check on the time as W6BA is in L.A. and I was at the WFM-1460
9:07pm; WFCF-1430 Pla. @ 9:09pm W/ID o/p Newt. That's about it from
Debby Town - see most of your "eyeball to eyeball" in about three weeks.

BOB WALKER - Route 2 - Box 17A - Westport, Kentucky - 40077

8/25. DX has picked up considerably during the past couple of weeks.
I traded my SX-122A to Gary Atkins for an HX-129-X which his
nephew in Illinois was using. He's lucky to get it in so short
notice as I called Gary about it on Sunday afternoon and was using it on
Tuesday evening. Luckily his brother-in-law & his family were in Illi-
nois that weekend. With DX activity picking up so has my loggings with
now over 300 heard. On the night of the hurricane (8/9) WABG seemed
very weak here, which is strange as they usually boom in, so I was able
to hear W6M in St. Louis. Did they sustain damage, run on auxiliary
power, or what? As this is being typed before the Convention, due to
the fact that school starts here next week, don't know how the "Conven-
tion" will go this year. If DXing has been one of the best this year, I think
this should have been one of the best. Hopefully it was and all you
attendees enjoyed it. Good luck to next year's group. Good luck to
you all, C U N 14. 75.

DAVE SCHMIDT - 42 Shelwynne Road - Castle Hills - New Castle, Del. 19720

What's been heard recently? 7/5 - W6M-1240 1:18-1:30am 6/8-6/10.
IDs about every 45 seconds & an ID from WGR-1250 1:48-1:55am w/EX. 7/3-
Avid WGR-1250 report said, only ID on 6/30 & 7/2. I have checked them down 10:19-11:4am. Next? I'll have more on that - read on, hi. 8/9-
With Hurricane Belle breasting down the coast, a few daters counted in the 4000 w/ID spots reported on W6AB-1360, WPAB-1570 and
WXAB-1470. Rarely hear W6BA-550 noted spotty so evidently on day pattern. 8/12-9
WXAB-1560 12:48-13:40am w/EX & 600 on the hour, long sought here. 8/26-
WLY-1568 EX & DX on the hour, WWX-1525 w/ID & DX on the hour, W6AM-
I tried on the hour. 7/12. I had the best luck with the WGR-1250. I still agree in recent times. It was during the week of DXing.

While DXing and talking to Dave Shayer, who works for WGRFM in
Philadelphia, we had the chance to visit W6AB-1360, W6AB-1470, WH6G-1280 and
the new W6GR-304 which is located outside of Lebanon in the middle of
the ham radio contest fields. Upon driving to the site, I saw the excur-
sion had taken a very big "W" painted on it, nothing more. After asking the owner about it, we learned they were assigned the call by the FCC & they weren't the
ones originally requested, so the quick sale was due to that one. Then, I had the chance to go on a quick trip to W6AB-1360 on a death in the
family & I had the chance to stop into W6GRX on the way back. They were very happy with the tests & others were looking forward to doing another
when they get low. At the beginning of August, I started working on the
College and the station was at Chester PA. The new rules with these states should be interesting - maybe we'll be able to better serve the same QSOs that XRS are in, at least. The City of Philadelphia has opened a 536k station located on 195 off Marcus Hook, W/KX under the
bridge taking the highway over Route 452. I have heard it as far as Wil-
lington but have been unable to raise it here. The antenna is buried in
a pipe on the northbound side, going to mile exit number one along the
road. Get hot GRcers! I've got a few in the wind already & let's see
if we can make this one a better season than last; Verdes next Muse. 73s.
ERIC FADER - 23-35 Bell Boulevard - Bayside, New York - 11360

AT-40 new station added 8/1 - WEMP-1360. I missed 8/6, 8/15, WJCN-960.

3104-3024 Gla, 2430-2830 Gla.

930-750 KX, 820-880 KX.

1360 WJCN, 1330 WJCN, 1300 WJCN, 1280 WJCN, 1270 WJCN.

1470 WJCN, 1460 WJCN, 1450 WJCN, 1440 WJCN, 1430 WJCN.

1680 WJCN, 1650 WJCN, 1640 WJCN, 1630 WJCN, 1620 WJCN.

1740 WJCN, 1730 WJCN, 1720 WJCN, 1710 WJCN, 1700 WJCN.

1810 WJCN, 1800 WJCN, 1790 WJCN, 1780 WJCN, 1770 WJCN.

1900 WJCN, 1890 WJCN, 1880 WJCN, 1870 WJCN, 1860 WJCN.

1930 WJCN, 1920 WJCN, 1910 WJCN, 1900 WJCN, 1890 WJCN.


2100 WJCN, 2090 WJCN, 2080 WJCN, 2070 WJCN, 2060 WJCN.

2120 WJCN, 2110 WJCN, 2100 WJCN, 2090 WJCN, 2080 WJCN.

2130 WJCN, 2120 WJCN, 2110 WJCN, 2100 WJCN, 2090 WJCN.

2140 WJCN, 2130 WJCN, 2120 WJCN, 2110 WJCN, 2100 WJCN.

2150 WJCN, 2140 WJCN, 2130 WJCN, 2120 WJCN, 2110 WJCN.

2200 WJCN, 2190 WJCN, 2180 WJCN, 2170 WJCN, 2160 WJCN.

2220 WJCN, 2210 WJCN, 2200 WJCN, 2190 WJCN, 2180 WJCN.

2230 WJCN, 2220 WJCN, 2210 WJCN, 2200 WJCN, 2190 WJCN.

2240 WJCN, 2230 WJCN, 2220 WJCN, 2210 WJCN, 2200 WJCN.

2250 WJCN, 2240 WJCN, 2230 WJCN, 2220 WJCN, 2210 WJCN.

2300 WJCN, 2290 WJCN, 2280 WJCN, 2270 WJCN, 2260 WJCN.

2310 WJCN, 2300 WJCN, 2290 WJCN, 2280 WJCN, 2270 WJCN.

2320 WJCN, 2310 WJCN, 2300 WJCN, 2290 WJCN, 2280 WJCN.

2330 WJCN, 2320 WJCN, 2310 WJCN, 2300 WJCN, 2290 WJCN.

2340 WJCN, 2330 WJCN, 2320 WJCN, 2310 WJCN, 2300 WJCN.

2350 WJCN, 2340 WJCN, 2330 WJCN, 2320 WJCN, 2310 WJCN.

2400 WJCN, 2350 WJCN, 2340 WJCN, 2330 WJCN, 2320 WJCN.